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“Flying Beaver Brothers” series
By Maxwell Eaton III
J GRAPHIC EAT
Ace loves adventure and extreme sports! Bub loves
napping… and more napping. But when they have to
band together, the flying beaver brothers will get the
job done! Join them on their hilarious journeys.

“Lunch Lady” series
By Jarrett Krosoczka
J GRAPHIC KRO
While the kids at school wonder what their
cafeteria’s lunch lady does when she’s not there,
they couldn’t imagine the truth. Join this unique
superhero in her quest to serve out justice.

“Zita the Spacegirl” series
By Ben Hatke
J GRAPHIC HAT
Zita’s best friend was abducted by alien doomsdayers!
When she heads off on a rescue mission she gets into
all sorts of adventures. Her story continues in a series.

“Frankie Pickle” series
By Eric Wight
J GRAPHIC WIG
Discover the witty Indiana Jones of graphic novels in
this series. Frankie Pickle and Argyle have tons of
adventures, but what about the CLOSET OF DOOM?!

“The Adventures of Tintin” series
By Hergé
J GRAPHIC HER
If you’re interested in where graphic novels started,
try Tintin. He is a young reporter who gets involved in
dangerous cases throughout his travels.

“Coral Reefs”
By Maris Wicks
J GRAPHIC 577.789 WIC
Learn about how important these awesome animals
(yes, animals!) are in this installment of Science
Comics. Wicks’ rendering of them is also adorable.

“Babymouse” series
By Jennifer L. and Matthew Holm
J GRAPHIC HOL
In Babymouse’s mind she is Queen of the World! But
in real life it’s not quite so great. Her dreams are big,
but her whiskers are always a mess. See if she gets
invited to that super exclusive slumber party!

“Graphic History” series
By Various Authors
J GRAPHIC non-fiction
The accessible text and eye-popping artwork bring
history to life. Covering a wide range of topics, the
Graphic History series offers an appealing alternative
to traditional text format.

“Squish” series
By Jennifer L. and Matthew Holm
J GRAPHIC HOL
Squish is an amoeba just trying to find his place. He
loves books, twinkies, and he’s a great friend. But
there are bullies at school that he has to avoid. Can he
keep his friends and himself out of trouble?

“Max Axiom” series
By Various Authors
J GRAPHIC non-fiction
Max Axiom is a super scientist with superhero
abilities. Not only that, he knows how to explain
science in a way that brings it to life. For fans of the
Magic School Bus series.
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